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Abstract in English 

 The purpose of this capstone project is to contribute to Jupyter Notebook free software 

project by adding some features. Jupyter Notebook source code is hosted in the GitHub 

collaborative platform where users can report bugs or suggest enhancements. This was the main 

source I used to gather requirements for the features I decided to implement.  

 The first feature I implemented allows the user to export a notebook as a code-free or 

output-free PDF. Through this feature, I familiarized myself with both the notebook project and 

the nbconvert project and learned the underlying communication between them. I also learned 

how to adapt the front end of this feature to the existing notebook UI to ensure UI/UX 

consistency. I implemented two solutions for this feature. The first was a workaround solution 

that turned out to be very disadvantageous. The second and final suggested solution was the one 

that met all the functional and non-functional requirements.  

 The second feature I implemented is also an enhancement to notebook publication. It 

allows the user to export a specific cell range rather than the entire notebook. Similarly, I 

suggested and implemented two solutions for this feature. The first solution takes the cell range 

from the user as text input, while the second solution allows the user to quickly select checkboxes 

for the cells to be exported. Both solutions are acceptable except that the second one is less error-

prone. 

 Finally, the last feature I implemented allows the user to specify lines to be removed from 

each cell and ignore those lines in the exported notebook. Given the limited amount of time I had, 

I only implemented a workaround solution whereby the user edits the JSON code of the cell 

metadata by adding to it the array of unwanted lines. 
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Abstract in French 

 Le but de ce projet de capstone est de contribuer au projet software-libre Jupyter 

Notebook en y ajoutant quelques fonctionnalités. Le code source de Jupyter Notebook est hébergé 

dans la plateforme collaborative GitHub où les utilisateurs peuvent signaler des bogues ou 

suggérer des améliorations. C’était la source principale que j’ai utilisée pour rassembler les 

exigences pour les fonctionnalités que j’ai décidé de mettre en œuvre.  

 La première fonctionnalité que j’ai implémentée permet à l’utilisateur d’exporter un 

notebook en PDF sans code ou sans output. Grâce à cette fonctionnalité, je me suis familiarisé 

avec le projet notebook et le projet nbconvert et j’ai appris la communication sous-jacente entre 

eux. J’ai également appris à adapter le front-end de cette fonctionnalité à l’interface utilisateur du 

notebook pour assurer la cohérence de l’interface utilisateur et de l’expérience utilisateur. J’ai mis 

en oeuvre deux solutions pour cette fonctionnalité. La première était une solution de 

contournement qui s’est avérée très désavantageuse. La seconde solution proposée était celle qui 

satisfaisait à toutes les exigences fonctionnelles et non fonctionnelles.  

 La deuxième fonctionnalité que j’ai mise en œuvre est également une amélioration à la 

publication des notebooks. Il permet à l’utilisateur d’exporter un intervalle de codecells 

spécifique. J’ai proposé et mis en œuvre deux solutions pour cette fonctionnalité. La première 

solution prend l’intervalle de codecells comme entrée de texte, tandis que la seconde solution 

permet à l’utilisateur de sélectionner rapidement des cases à cocher pour les cells à exporter. Les 

deux solutions sont acceptables, sauf que la deuxième est moins sujette à l’erreur. 

 Enfin, la dernière fonctionnalité que j’ai implémentée permet à l’utilisateur de spécifier 

des lignes à supprimer de chaque codecell et d’ignorer ces lignes dans le notebook exporté. Étant 

donné le temps limité dont je disposais, je n’ai mis en œuvre qu’une solution de contournement 

par laquelle l’utilisateur modifie le code JSON des métadonnées de la cell en y ajoutant la listes 

des lignes indésirables.
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1. Introduction 

 The objective of this capstone project is to contribute to Jupyter Notebook free software/ 

open source software project by adding some of the highly requested features by the notebook 

users. Before we delve into the implementation details, it is important to give an overview of how 

OSS, in general, and Jupyter Notebook, in particular, evolved.  

1.1. Open source Software 

 OSS in simple terms can be defined as code that is available for all users to inspect, 

modify, copy, and use in almost any way they choose. If any individual, be it an unpaid 

volunteer, an end-user, or an employee at one of the competing tech companies, discovers a bug 

or finds an opportunity for improvement, (s)he can suggest or implement changes to the source 

code and thereby become a contributor to the project. The OSI provides a more detailed and 

accurate definition of OSS in its official website [1]. 

 The concept of open source, or what was previously known as free software, existed even 

before the actual movement was launched by a dedicated few. In the 1960s and 1970s, software 

programming was mainly performed in academic and scientific laboratories where the source 

code was exchanged, modified, and distributed freely [2, p. 3]. Later around 1983, Richard 

Stallman, a staff programmer at MIT, requested access to the source code of the AI lab printer to 

customize its driver. After receiving a rejection from Xerox, Stallman quitted his job in 1984 to 

work on developing the completely free operating system GNU [3, p. 5]. With this innovation, 

Stallman spearheaded the FS movement from which the open source movement was born [4].  

 In 1991, the FS operating system GNU/Linux was published. It was mostly used by 

enthusiasts looking for an alternative to Windows and other operating systems [4].  It grew in 

popularity as more and more major corporations took advantage of its flexibility and customized 

the program to meet their own requirements. NASA, Dell, and IBM, for example, were all using 

it by the turn of the century [4].  Meanwhile, in 1998, Bruce Perens and Eric Raymond decided to 

change the FS term to “open source”, resulting in a major paradigm shift [5].  

 Even after gaining popularity in the late 1990s and early 2000s, OSS kept receiving many 

objections. One of them came from the leading company Microsoft which considered open 

source un-American and harmful to intellectual property rights [6]. 
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 Nowadays, open source has become ubiquitous. Most of the world’s powerful 

organizations have released the source code of much of their software or used existing open 

source projects. Even pieces of software that safeguard our personal data or encrypt national 

security information are made available to the general public [4]. For instance, anyone can 

download the source code for Google’s Android operating system, and the highly secure 

operating system Linux, and suggest changes to it, redistribute it, or use it for other completely 

new projects [4]. Even Microsoft has completely changed its point of view and is now seen as a 

leader in the space [6]. 

1.2. From IPython to Jupyter Notebook 

 To justify the existence of IPython, the original creator Fernando Pérez invites us to 

imagine a researcher who uses a jumble of systems in their research. The researcher may use 

MATLAB, multiple programming languages, a Graphical User Interface, Adobe Illustrator, and 

finally, Word or PowerPoint for publication. The problem is that the tools used by the researcher 

force many discontinuities between the phases of the research life cycle. The tools used for 

prototyping are far from being used in collaboration and are not suitable for publication [7, p. 3]. 

 In 2001, Fernando Pérez, joined by Brian Granger in 2004, created the console-based 

IPython project to tackle the aforementioned issues [7, p. 6]. On top of the same machinery that 

the console-based IPython has had, the web-based IPython notebook has been developed in 2011 

[8]. The IPython notebook was designed as a browser-based application for interactive and 

parallel computing for scientific Python to enable researchers to smoothly move back and forth 

between all the phases of the research life cycle. It is a single coherent tool that can replace many 

of the tools a researcher would use otherwise. The IPython notebook bundles code, 

documentation, text, mathematical formulae, plots, and essentially any rich media a browser can 

render [7, p. 3]. This integrated environment was not only free to use, but it was also open source: 

anyone could inspect the source code and modify it.  

 IPython adopted a more inclusive path. It even rebranded itself as “Jupyter notebook” in 

2014 to reflect the fact that it was no longer solely for Python [9]. The name Jupyter was inspired 

from the three big open languages of data science that were supported by the notebook: “Ju” for 

“Julia”, “Pyt” for “Python”, and “er” for “R” [10], [11]. Jupyter notebook now has support for 

over a hundred programming languages [9]. 
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2. Requirements Gathering and Specification 

 Jupyter Notebook contributors not only contribute by implementing features and fixing 

bugs but also by reporting issues and suggesting enhancements. The Issues tab of the Jupyter 

Notebook GitHub repository [12] and other related projects repositories ([13], [14]), as well as 

the Jupyter discourse forum, were the main sources from where I gathered requirements for the 

features I decided to implement. The features I implemented started as ideas that emerged from 

my discussions with my supervisor and turned out to be highly sought by other frequent users.  

2.1. Non-functional requirements 

 Unlike building a project from scratch and distributing it as proprietary software, 

contributing to an existing project requires a lot of consideration for the code readers and 

maintainers. Therefore, the contribution to the source code must comply with the following non-

functional requirements which are shared among all the implemented features. 

- Code-reusability: This non-functional requirement has two aspects: 

o Reusing existing Jupyter Notebook code as much as possible: before writing a 

new function, creating a new variable, or adding a new template exporter, it is 

important to ensure it does not already exist in Jupyter Notebook code; if it does, it 

should be used or customized accordingly. This also applies to CSS styles; before 

adding more styles to the style sheet and making it too large and too repetitive, it 

is important to inspect the existing styles and reuse them whenever applicable. 

o Allowing future contributors to reuse my code easily: the added code should be 

clearly documented with comments or additional documentation files to allow 

other contributors to understand it. It should also be well structured to allow 

reusability. For example, a functionality that is likely to be used in multiple cases 

should be isolated as a separate function rather than incorporated within a larger 

function. 

- Platform compatibility: The added code should work in all the platforms previously 

supported by the existing code. For instance, it should not rely on any aspects that can be 

affected by the user’s browser preferences. 
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- Extensibility: A feature that is implemented to support one aspect of the notebook only 

should be scalable to support other related aspects as well. In other words, the feature 

should be implemented in a way that allows future contributors to extend it easily. 

- UI/UX Consistency: Any added front-end components should maintain the UI and UX 

consistency across all the notebook modals. For example, fonts, button styles, colors, and 

dialog styles… should ideally be adopted from the existing notebook UI.  

2.2. Functional requirements 

 Unlike non-functional requirements, functional requirements are dependent on the feature. 

Each feature has its own functional requirements. 

Feature 1: Add configuration options to PDF exporter 

- When PDF is chosen as an exporter, the application should allow the user to choose 

among the configuration options “Exclude Code” and “Exclude output”. 

- The user should be able to confirm their choice or stop the conversion process. 

- If the “Exclude Code” options is chosen, a code-free PDF should be downloaded. 

- If the “Exclude Output” option is chosen, an output-free PDF should be downloaded. 

- If none of the two configuration options is chosen (i.e., the default option “All” is 

chosen), the exported PDF should contain the entire notebook content. 

- The feature should be fully supported from the notebook interface without the need for 

command-line usage. 

Feature 2: Allow cell range PDF exportation 

- The user should be able to explicitly select the cells to be exported/hidden. 

- If no cells are chosen, the entire notebook should be exported (i.e., it is not possible to 

export an empty notebook). 

- The feature should be fully supported from the notebook interface without the need for 

command-line usage. 

Feature 3: Allow removal of cell lines for PDF exportation 

- The user should be able to explicitly select the cell lines to be ignored when performing 

pdf exportation.  

- The ignored lines should be kept in the notebook (i.e., the removal should only show up 

in the exported PDF).   
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3. Technical Feasibility Study 

 Given that this project is a software engineering project, technical feasibility is the main 

part of the feasibility study that we are concerned about. After setting the development 

environment on my machine by cloning and installing the development versions of both Jupyter 

Notebook and nbconvert (the project that handles the notebook conversion logic), and shortly 

after starting work on the first feature, I came to the conclusion that this project is feasible during 

the time frame allotted to it (10 weeks), all the needed software is available for free, and there are 

plenty of resources I can make use of in case I get stuck during the implementation process. 

 In terms of the software needed to achieve the objective of this project, I only needed the 

source code of Jupyter Notebook and nbconvert projects which are both open source projects. 

The fact that nbconvert is also an open source project made it possible for me to easily configure 

Jupyter Notebook to use my local version of nbconvert instead of the final release published to all 

users. If nbconvert was not an open source project, it would have been impossible for me to 

implement the features since I would only have the executable and would not be able to make 

changes to it. 

 Another aspect of this project feasibility is that there are many experienced contributors in 

the Jupyter Notebook community who can be consulted in case a serious blocking issue is 

encountered. The project GitHub repository also contains open, closed, and fixed issues and pull 

requests that can be helpful in understanding how some project modules interact with each other. 

Not to mention the exhaustive Jupyter Notebook and nbconvert documentations that provide 

proof of traceability and reference of implemented and unsupported features.   
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4. Feature 1: Add Configuration Options to PDF Exporter 

4.1. Feature Description 

 The first feature I decided to add to the Jupyter Notebook interface is the support for 

different configuration options in the PDF conversion for better publication support. This feature 

has been requested by multiple notebook users who expressed their need for it via GitHub issues 

[16]-[17]. Jupyter Notebook users are able to export the notebook into other formats including 

HTML, PDF, Markdown, and more through the nbconvert project [18]. Essentially, for 

different reasons, in addition to exporting the entire notebook, the user should also be able to 

export code cells only (i.e., exclude the outputs), or code outputs only (i.e., exclude the code 

cells). These two configuration options (exclude output and exclude input) are only supported 

through the command line. For example, through the command line, the user can write the 

following command to exclude the input (i.e., code cells) in the exported notebook: 

$ jupyter nbconvert --to pdf –-TemplateExporter.exclude_input=True nb.ipynb 

Running this command on the following notebook: 

 
Figure 16 Notebook: "exclude_input" illustration 
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would export a pdf containing the outputs only (i.e., the following plots): 

 
Figure 17 Results - "exclude_input" illustration 

 On the one hand, the “exclude input” configuration option is ideal for generating code-

free reports when the publisher does not want to publish the code for any reason. For example, a 

researcher may want to share the results of their research with colleagues who do not know 

anything about coding, hence the usefulness of excluding the code cells and keeping the outputs 

only. Another reason is related to the use of Jupyter Notebooks in the teaching mode; a professor 

may ask his/her students to write the code that generates a given output in which case the 

exported pdf should contain the outputs only, and then share the solutions with them in which 

case the exported pdf should contain the codes only or both the codes and the outputs. On the 

other hand, the “exclude output” configuration option is essential when only the code is to be 

published. This would be the case, for instance, if the codes were only executed for testing 

purposes, and the researcher wants to keep the outputs in his/her local notebook but not in the 

published documents. These frequently used functionalities should be supported by the Jupyter 

Notebook interface as well, not only by a command-line tool.   

 As a first step, I decided to add support for these two configuration options for the PDF 

exporter only and not for all formats. The purpose behind this decision is for me to focus my 

efforts on the task at hand rather than focusing on format-specific details while still writing 

extensible and reusable code. 
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4.2. Software Design 

 In this section, we will look at the software design of this feature. Note that this software 

design serves as a blueprint for the parts affected by the feature only and not for the whole 

system. 

 Within the notebook interface, to export a notebook as a PDF the user should be able to 

choose a configuration option among: “exclude code”, “exclude output”, and “keep all”. The 

notebook, the chosen exporter, as well as the selected option, are input to a front-end JavaScript 

module that resides in the notebook project. These inputs are passed to the Python module that 

handles the communication with the nbconvert project by invoking the corresponding exporter. 

Then, the PDF exporter residing in the nbconvert project handles all the conversion logic and 

downloads the notebook as PDF taking into account the chosen configuration option.  

 

 

 

 

 

4.3. Source Code Inspection 

4.3.1. Identify Files Related to the Feature 

 Jupyter notebook is a significantly large project. To work on a single feature, it is crucial 

to locate the small subset of files that are directly related to the desired feature instead of trying to 

understand how tens of thousands of modules interact with each other. While trying to locate the 

files related to this feature, file names often helped as they were descriptive, but when file names 

were vague, I used some other strategies to identify whether a file is related to the feature or not; 

these strategies include: 

- Chrome Developer Tools Protocol: this tool helped me inspect the HTML elements of the 

Notebook interface. Since the first feature is related to notebook conversion, I inspected 

some of the elements under the ‘File → Download as’ dropdown menu to know some 

information about each element. Quick-searching in the project files for the class names, 

Input: 

Notebook 

+ Exporter + 

Config 

option 

notebook 

project 

 

 JS PY 

nbconvert 

project 

 

 

Output: 

Downloaded code-

free or output-free 

notebook as PDF 

 

PY: pdf exporter  
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IDs, and specific tags of these elements helped me locate front-end files including HTML 

files, style sheets, and JavaScript event listeners. 

 

Figure 18 Use of Chrome DevTools to locate front-end files 

- Displaying to JS console: Once locating the potential front-end JavaScript files, to know 

exactly which file is to contain the future modifications, I added some checkpoints to log 

something to the Chrome JavaScript console. Checkpoints that were executed reside in 

the wanted files. 

 Using these methods, I could locate most of the front-end files (HTML, LESS, CSS, JS) 

related to this feature. The comprehensive CSS stylesheet of the project style.min.css is a 

minified generated source; it is autogenerated from *.less files. Similarly, the main JavaScript 

module that gets executed at runtime main.min.js is also a minified generated code that is 

generated from other JavaScript modules. It is worth mentioning that these generated sources are 

what get executed while the notebook is running, so it is justifiable to apply any future changes to 

them rather than to the base files. However, these sources should not be regenerated until all the 

changes are applied to the base files too, otherwise, all modifications will be lost. The Python 

files which handle the conversion logic could be known easily from their names or their parent 

directories (e.g., */nbconvert/handlers.py). All the files involved in this feature are mentioned in 

greater detail in the first part of [Appendix A]. 
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4.3.2. Identify How the Located Files Communicate With Each Other 

 Locating the files is not enough; it is important to know how they interact with each other, 

and more specifically how the data is sent from a JavaScript front-end module to a Python 

module. To figure these things out, I used two main methods which were slightly helpful. 

- IDE Search Tips: The IDE I use (IntelliJ IDEA) offers some useful search tools. For 

instance, control-clicking (or command clicking) on a variable name, a method/function 

name, or a class name, shows all the usages of that entity in the project. This way, I could 

sometimes track the caller of a function just using this tool. However, in such a large 

project, many functions residing in different files have the same prototypes and using this 

tip would lead to hundreds of irrelevant results. In this case, printing the stack trace was a 

better alternative. 

- Stack Trace: Printing the stack trace within a Python function helped me identify the 

hierarchy of callers leading to that function. However, at a certain point in the stack trace, 

system calls to the Python interpreter get involved. 

None of these methods lead to a concrete understanding of the interaction between the modules. 

Therefore, I decided to immediately start the implementation and hope to clear things out as I 

progress. 

4.4. Implementation Details 

4.4.1. UI/UX Implementation 

 Once locating the front-end files related to the feature, I started implementing the user 

interface. In the notebook interface, after choosing “PDF via LaTeX” from the “Download as” 

dropdown menu under the “File” tab (figure 3), the front-end code I implemented comes into 

play: a dark half-transparent background covers the notebook interface, and a centered dialog 

window pops up. This window contains a form with three radio buttons (“Exclude code”, 

“Exclude output”, “Keep all”), an “Export” button to submit the form, and a “Cancel” button to 

stop the conversion process. The “Keep all” radio button is initially selected as a default option. 
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Figure 19 Feature 1 Front end 

 I implemented a JavaScript event listener to listen to the submission or cancellation 

events. Once the form is submitted, the event listener retrieves the checked radio button and 

sends it to the Python module that handles the conversion logic (more on this later). If the 

“Cancel” button is clicked, the dialog and the transparent background disappear. 

Later in the project, I figured out that the dialog I added is not consistent with Jupyter 

Notebook UI. To make sure I meet the last non-functional requirement of this project (UI/UX 

Consistency), I decided to get inspired from an existing dialog and reuse its styles. Similar to the 

existing “Edit Metadata” dialog window (figure 12), I made some changes to the class names of 

some HTML elements, and this is the final result: 

 

Figure 20 Feature 1 Consistent front end 
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 The final change I made to the front-end of this feature concerns how the notebook 

previously listens to the conversion event. When the user clicks the download as (exporter) 

option, a new tab is opened; this tab is not closed automatically after the notebook is exported. 

Ideally, we wanted to close the tab automatically after the conversion is done, or at least open a 

tiny new browser window that won’t be necessarily visible to the user on the spot. Fortunately, I 

could implement the first ideal case by making a slight change to the _new_window() function 

in the menubar module. In the original implementation of this function, a blank, URL-less 

window is opened first, and then the GET request URL is assigned to it; in my implementation, I 

omitted the statement where a URL-less page is opened and just opened the URL directly, this 

way I could guarantee that the window.open() method closes the window immediately after the 

conversion is done. 

4.4.2. Conversion Logic Implementation: Workaround Solution 

 Getting stuck trying to figure out how to send the selected configuration option from the 

front-end JavaScript module to the Python module, I decided to implement a workaround 

solution. 

 In this workaround solution, I made slight additions to the HTML and JavaScript codes; 

In the former, I added a hidden anchor with the ID “download” which will allow us to download 

a text file and store the selected option in it. The downloading of this text file is done in the 

JavaScript code which creates a text Blob, stores the selected option in it, and explicitly clicks the 

HTML anchor element to download the text file.  

 The file is downloaded to the browser “downloads” folder (defaulted to the operating 

system “downloads” folder). The OS downloads folder is then accessed by the Python code 

notebook/nbconvert/handlers.py using the pre-built Python os module; the text file, which is 

supposedly stored in that folder, is opened. Next, the option is read to be sent to the project that 

handles the conversion login (nbconvert). Finally, the downloaded text file is deleted, and the 

actual converted notebook is downloaded.  

 This quick fix, however, has many drawbacks. First, the user can see the temporary text 

file being downloaded which may lead to confusion with regard to which file is the actual 

converted notebook. Second, since the file is downloaded using the HTML anchor tag, there isn’t 

a way to change the download path to a specific path because HTML uses the default browser 
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downloads path. In many cases, users change this default downloads path in the browser 

preferences, which means that the file will be stored in a path that is unknown to the python 

module. Finally, converting a notebook to another format without applying any configurations to 

the output already takes too long, and downloading another file slows down the conversion 

process even more. 

 Taking into consideration all of these disadvantages, I had to look for a better solution and 

do more research on how to send data from front-end JavaScript to Python. 

4.4.3. Conversion Logic Implementation: Better Solution 

 While trying to inspect more closely the front-end JavaScript module looking for any 

signs of data sent to an external file, I found that once the user clicks a conversion exporter 

(HTML, PDF…), a URL is formed by joining the string ‘nbconvert’, the exporter format 

‘pdf’, and notebook path. Additionally, a Boolean attribute ‘download’ is appended to the URL. 

Recalling a contributor’s comment on a question that I asked in the GitHub repository of the 

project, I realized that the parameters are sent from the JavaScript module to the Python module 

through a GET request (more details on this can be found in [Appendix B]). Thus, I needed to 

append the chosen option to the URL after the ‘download’ attribute. By doing that the Python 

module can get the value of the option using the ‘get_argument’ method and pass it to the pdf 

exporter when invoking the nbconvert project. 

 In the nbconvert project, the pdf exporter receives the notebook and a dictionary storing 

some metadata and the selected configuration option. The resources dictionary is checked to 

know which conversion option is chosen, and one of the existing TemplateExporter flags 

TemplateExporter.exclude_input or TemplateExporter.exclude_output is set to 

true depending on the selected option. 
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5. Feature 2: Allow Cell Range Pdf Exportation 

5.1. Feature Description 

Another one of the users’ frequently requested features that also falls under the publication 

enhancement of Jupyter notebooks is the support for exporting a specific cell range [19], [20].  

This feature will allow the user to select cells to be exported without having to completely delete 

the unwanted cells from the notebook. Currently, there is no full support for this feature through 

the notebook user interface only. However, as of nbconvert 5.3.0, this feature has been supported 

through the command line. Using the tag editor built into the notebook interface, users can add a 

tag such as “hide_cell” to each cell they want to hide, and then export the notebook using the 

following command: 

$ jupyter nbconvert –-to pdf nb.ipynb --TagRemovePreprocessor.remove_cell_tags ='{"hide_cell"}' 

Running this command would remove all the cells with the specified tag from the exported 

notebook. 

The current support for this feature does achieve the desired outcome. Nevertheless, the process 

of adding a tag to every single unwanted cell remains quite tedious and time-consuming. Imagine 

having a notebook with a hundred cells out of which only twenty are to be exported; going 

through eighty cells and adding a tag to each is definitely a very user-unfriendly option. 

Therefore, I decided to implement this feature within the notebook interface (i.e., without the 

need for using the command line) and in a way that overcomes the drawbacks of the currently 

available solution. 

In a similar fashion to the first feature, I decided to implement this feature and support this 

feature at the level of the PDF exporter only.  

5.2. Software Design 

 The software design of this feature is identical to that of the previous feature except that 

the main input to the JavaScript front end module is the cell range, and the output is a PDF 

notebook containing the wanted cells only. 
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5.3. Implementation Details 

Unlike the previous feature where I had to spend some time locating the modules related to the 

feature, in this feature I found myself more familiar with the project so I knew in advance where 

the changes should be implemented. Therefore, I delved straight away into drafting a solution and 

implementing it. 

5.3.1. Solution 1: Cell Range as Text Input 

UI/UX Implementation 

 The first solution I had in mind was a text range inspired from the Print Page Range 

functionality of Microsoft Word whereby the user can specify the desired cell indexes in a text 

field (e.g., 2,5-9,12).  

 To implement this solution, I first had to display the cell index next to each cell because 

the number displayed between brackets in the notebook refers to the order of execution, not to the 

cell index. However, within the CodeCell module that creates the cell element, there was no 

variable that stores the cell index which I can directly render. To respect the first aforementioned 

non-functional requirement (code-reusability), I decided not to immediately add code for storing 

and keeping track of cell indexes, but I rather inspected more closely the project source code 

looking for an existing variable that stores the cell index. This allowed me to better understand 

how the JavaScript modules interact. The Notebook module notebook.js is the module that 

takes care of the instantiation of Cell objects. Whenever a cell is to be created (either inserted 

while the notebook is running or created when the notebook is loaded), the Notebook instance 

creates an object for a CodeCell or a TextCell and sends to the respective constructor a 

dictionary (list of key-value pairs) describing some configuration options. Since the Notebook 

module contains methods for inserting a cell at a specific index, it had to define cell indexes as 

well. This allowed me to just send the cell index to the CodeCell constructor as part of the 

dictionary argument instead of creating another variable in the CodeCell module to dynamically 

keep track of cell indexes. After retrieving the cell index, I slightly modified the 

create_element() method of the CodeCell module to create a div using jQuery and assign 

the cell index to the div inner HTML, and then append that div to the cell HTML element. 
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Figure 21 Feature 2 front end - Displaying cell indexes 

 The next step is to implement the front-end code allowing the user to enter the cell range. 

I decided to extend the previous feature by adding a label and a text field in the previously 

implemented pdf-conversion form because the cell range should also be submitted with the other 

configuration option once the form is submitted. To help the user know what the cell range 

should look like, I added a tooltip text that would appear once the user hovers on the question 

mark next to the text field. 

 

Figure 22 Feature 2 front end - Cell range text field and tooltip on hover listener 
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Logic Implementation  

 Finally, I moved to implement the logic behind exporting the wanted cells only. First, the 

cell range should be sent from the JavaScript front-end module to the Python module that invokes 

nbconvert. This could be achieved through an HTTP GET request the same way it was done 

previously in the first feature, so the cell range was simply appended to the URL.  

Once the cell range is received by the pdf exporter in the nbconvert project, this cell 

range should be used to export the wanted cells only. The notebook cells are stored in a python 

list, so by knowing the wanted cells we can remove the unwanted ones from the array and then 

export the notebook. For that, I wrote a function construct_cell_range() that takes as input 

the cell range as a string (e.g., “2,4-7,8”) and returns the array of wanted cells (e.g., [2,4,5,6,7,8]). 

The returned array is then used to remove from the notebook cells list any cell whose index is not 

part of the array. 

After implementing the algorithm, I started testing it with different valid cell ranges. 

Although it worked for all the test cases, I realized that it was not as user-friendly as I expected it 

to be. Every time I wanted to export the notebook, I had to write down the cell range on a paper 

and then start the conversion process and type in the range in the text field, otherwise, I would 

have to halt the conversion process and go back to the notebook to recall the wanted cell range. 

This detail may not affect the user experience very badly since the user would not be doing the 

conversion as frequently as I did it during the testing, however, this solution has many other 

drawbacks:  

• It is quite error-prone because the cell range can only be checked once the form is 

submitted. So, the user’s input cannot be controlled dynamically: 

o What if the user enters an unordered cell range (1, 10, 3-8)? In this case, the 

algorithm I wrote would not function properly unless I sort the cell range first 

which will add an overhead and may in most cases be unnecessary.  

o What if the user enters a cell index larger than the number of cells in the notebook. 

For example, the user may enter the cell range “1,3-5,710”, while the notebook 

does not have a cell of index 710. In this case, we should either disregard the 

wrong index or report the error to the user. The first solution may lead to ignoring 

cells that the user wanted to export, maybe the user forgot to put a “-” or a “,” 
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between 7 and 10 (e.g., “1,3-5,7-10”); but the second solution may also frustrate 

the user as they would have to start the conversion process all over again. 

In fact, we cannot enumerate all the possible inputs the user may enter (What if the user enters a 

negative cell index? What if the user enters a completely messed up range (e.g., “3,,-1-2-4-7,”)? 

What if the user enters alphabetical characters?). As long as the user’s input cannot be controlled 

or fully predicted, no matter how much error handling is done, there will still be a possibility that 

some input cases will not be covered in the error handling algorithm. 

5.3.2. Solution 2: Cell Range as Checkboxes Input 

 Implementing a less error-prone solution was a better option for me than spending time in 

an unpromising error handling for the previous solution. The main reason solution 1 was 

vulnerable is that the user’s input could not be controlled, either the user enters a valid input 

leading to successful conversion or an invalid one leading to exporting the wrong cells or 

reporting an error. Therefore, the goal of the second solution was to reduce the user’s freedom by 

providing a different more restricted input type rather than a text field. We decided to add a 

checkbox next to each cell that would indicate whether or not the cell is to be exported. The user 

can select the checkbox of cells they want to export, then proceed with the regular conversion 

process. However, this solution has the very disadvantage that we also wanted to overcome 

which is the tedious process of selecting the wanted cells: the user will have to go through every 

single wanted cell and select its checkbox (similar to adding a hide_cell tag to each cell 

metadata). 

 I had to think of another algorithm that would leverage the freedom-restriction achieved 

by checkbox inputs and the quickness of the text cell range input. The main strength of the text 

cell range was that the user can specify a range from one cell to another without mentioning the 

intermediate cells (i.e., 3-6 instead of 3,4,5,6), and this was exactly the weak point of the 

checkboxes solution, we did not have a shortcut for long cell ranges. Hence, the next objective 

was to think of a shortcut. 

 The alternative algorithm I drafted for this second solution takes into account all the 

aforementioned notes. Each cell would have three boxes next to it. These boxes should be 

mutually exclusive (radio buttons). The first radio button labeled ‘cell’ would refer to the cell 

itself, if it is checked that means the cell is to be exported. The second radio button labeled ‘from’ 
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would be used to start a cell range while the last radio button labeled ‘to’ would be used to close 

the opened cell range. When the user selects the ‘from’ radio button of a cell, they can go straight 

to the cell ending the wanted range and select its ‘to’ radio button. This algorithm not only 

provides a shortcut to specifying long cell ranges but also restricts the user’s input as we can 

dynamically enable and disable radio buttons according to a previously selected button. By doing 

this, we will be able to avoid the hassle of error handling. More accurately, we are not trying to 

ignore error handling per se, all we are trying to do is to handle errors before even they occur; 

prevention is better than cure. By preventing the user from randomly selecting radio buttons, we 

will be 100% sure that the given cell range is correct.  

UI/UX Implementation 

✓ Radio-buttons implementation 

 Upon the creation of a new notebook, the notebook body contains only one cell. In fact, 

the HTML code for cell creation is not even part of the notebook’s main HTML code. Instead, 

the cell creation is event-driven. Once a notebook is created or loaded, or once the user clicks the 

“+” button for inserting a new cell, the JavaScript create_element() method of the 

CodeCell module is invoked -if the cell is a code cell-. Using jQuery, the create_element() 

method creates all cell components shown in the figure below with their child elements. 

 
Figure 23 Elements of a code cell 

 Considering this background of cell creation, I decided that the radio buttons for each cell 

must also be created by the create_element() method. I implemented a separate function 
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add_radio_buttons() for creating the radio buttons using jQuery and called it from the 

create_element() method. Concerning the styling of the buttons, I mainly used the styles I 

previously wrote in the first feature.  

 The most challenging part of the front-end implementation of this feature was assigning 

unique IDs to each cell’s radio buttons. The difference between the radio buttons and all the other 

cell components is that these latter do not need to have unique HTML IDs for each cell (i.e., all 

notebook cells have the same components with the same class names, and with no IDs). 

However, with radio buttons, we must be able to tell cells apart. Meaning that if the “from” radio 

button is selected for cell X, we should be able to know the index of that cell to eventually know 

which cells are to be exported. Although we do know the index of each cell which is stored as a 

variable in the JavaScript code, and we indeed can send that index to the 

add_radio_buttons() function, this latter cannot use that index as an ID attribute within the 

HTML code of the radio button. So, the following code snippet is impossible: 

var cell_index = 2; 

var cell_export = $('<input type="checkbox" id=${cell_index}>'); 

because HTML is not a programming language, it just describes what a page should look like. It 

does not have a runtime environment where it can manipulate variables, so it cannot access 

JavaScript variables in such a way. 

We can, however, create the HTML element, and then access its ID and change in the following 

manner: 

var cell_index = 2; 

var cell_export = $('<input type="checkbox" id="temp_id">'); 

document.getElementById("temp_id").id = cell_index; 

The element must be rendered first for us to be able to access its ID. It is important to mention 

that a cell is not rendered until all of its components are created, meaning until the 

create_element() method terminates. Therefore, accessing and changing the IDs should not 

be done within the add_radio_buttons() method because while this latter is running, the 

create_element() method would not have been terminated. The solution to this was to 

implement another function set_radios_attribtues() that will be called by the existing 
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render() method after the cell is rendered. This function will change the necessary attributes of 

the radio buttons to names containing the corresponding cell index. 

 Given that the interface of the feature may not be intuitive for first-time users, displaying 

some tooltip text will definitely help users understand the purpose of the radio buttons. To do 

this, I added an initially invisible paragraph tag for each radio button and made it visible upon 

hover event. No JavaScript was needed to handle the hover event, it was entirely done through 

CSS since only the styling changed from “display: none” to “display: block” with some 

animation styles. 

✓ Mutually exclusive checkboxes implementation 

 HTML provides different types of input tags; the only ones used for option selection are 

the “radio” input type and the “checkbox” input type. There are two main differences between 

them. First, radio buttons are mutually exclusive (i.e., only one option can be selected), while 

checkboxes are not (i.e., many options can be selected). Second, a selected radio button cannot be 

deselected whereas a checkbox can. In this feature, the user should not be able to choose multiple 

options for exporting a cell, but they should be able to deselect an option after selecting it. 

Essentially, what we need in this feature are mutually exclusive de-selectable boxes. To 

implement this kind of input type, I decided to use the HTML “checkbox” input type, which is 

de-selectable, and make it mutually exclusive by implementing an onchange JavaScript event 

handler that will automatically deselect the other checkboxes whenever a checkbox is selected.  

✓ Dynamically acting on checkboxes click-ability 

 As mentioned earlier, we would like to restrict the user’s input to avoid the hassle of post-

input error handling. Some restrictions are done statically as part of the HTML code, while others 

are done dynamically as the user selects radio buttons. The static restrictions are as follows: 

- Initially, only the “cell” and “from” radio buttons are enabled for all notebook cells. The 

“to” radio button is disabled.  

- The first cell does not have a “to” radio button. 

- The last cell does not have a “from” radio button. 

The dynamic changes are event-driven. Each radio button should have an onchange attribute 

that would invoke an event handler that will act on other radio buttons based on the selected 
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button value. The handler I implemented takes as arguments the value and the ID of the chosen 

radio button. It extracts from the ID argument the cell index, and based on the value argument, it 

enables or disables upcoming cells. To allow as much flexibility as possible when it comes to 

manipulating the checkboxes, we decided that the user, after selecting a from-to range, should be 

able to cut it short, extend it, or deselect a cell within it. We decided to make these alterations of 

the cell range possible such that: 

- When a user selects a from-to range, they can extend it by selecting the new end-of-range 

being a “to” checkbox of a cell located after the old end-of-range. This will deselect the 

old end-of-range and will select the “cell” checkbox of the added cells as well as the “to” 

checkbox of the new end-of-range. 

- When a user selects a from-to range, they can shorten it by selecting the new end-of-range 

being a “to” checkbox of an intermediate cell. This will deselect the remaining cells 

between the new end-of-range and the old end-of-range. The following two figures 

illustrate the before and after view of the case where the range is shortened. 

 
Figure 24 Range 1-5 before shortening 
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Figure 25 Range after shortening 1-5 to 1-3 

- When a user selects a from-to range, they can deselect a cell within it. If the cell 

preceding the deselected cell is the start-of-range (i.e., “from”), its “cell” checkbox will be 

selected instead; if it is an intermediate cell, its “to” checkbox will be selected instead. If 

the cell following the deselected cell is the end-of-range (i.e., “to”), its “cell” checkbox 

will be selected instead; if it is an intermediate cell, its “from” checkbox will be selected 

instead. Considering the range in figure 9 as the range before deselecting an intermediate 

cell, the following figure illustrates the range after deselecting the 4th cell. 
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Figure 26 Result after deselecting cell 4 from the cell range 1-5 

The pseudocode of this event listener can be found in [Appendix C]. 

Logic Implementation 

 In this solution, once the user clicks the download as pdf button, and right before the 

Convert dialog pops up, the event handler goes through the checkboxes of all cells and appends 

to a string the wanted cell range using the “,” and “-” separators. The wanted cell range string is 

used to display the cell range in the Conversion form, and is sent as a string through the GET 

Request to the pdf exporter. This latter uses the exact same logic we implemented for the text cell 

range solution to remove from the notebook cells list the unwanted cells. 
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6. Feature 3: Allow Removal of Cell Lines for PDF Exportation 

6.1. Feature Description  

 Unlike the previous features, as far as I am concerned, this feature was not requested by 

users directly through the project’s GitHub repository. This is in fact one of the freedoms granted 

by open source projects; you do not necessarily have to listen to users’ requests and implement 

requested features only, but you can also customize the project as you see fits for your needs or 

add features that you see may be useful for others.  

 In many cases, one may write comments within a code cell with the intention to keep 

them as reminders or clarifications for him/her only. In this instance, the user may not want to 

publish the notebook with the comments in it, hence the usefulness of this feature. This feature 

will allow the user to choose which lines are to be ignored from each cell. 

6.2. Implementation Details 

 Unfortunately, given the short time period, I was left with for implementing this feature, I 

could not implement a better more interactive user interface to support it. Therefore, there is no 

UI implementation for this feature. The user can simply specify the cell lines by adding the 

attribute “remove_lines” to the cell metadata from the notebook interface. To be able to view 

the “Edit Metadata” button for each cell, the user has to go to View → Cell Toolbar → Edit 

Metadata; this will show the button on top of each cell. Clicking this button will open the “Edit 

cell metadata” dialog window where the user can add the “remove_lines” attribute to the 

displayed JSON as illustrated in the figure below: 

 
Figure 27 Addition of remove_line attribute to cell metadata 
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Once confirming the conversion of the notebook, the PDF exporter in the nbconvert project 

iterates through the notebook cells and checks whether the cell metadata contains the 

“remove_lines” attribute. If it does, the code lines specified in the value of the attribute will be 

removed from the cell source code. The source code of the cell is stored as a string, so to remove 

the lines I converted the string into an array using the Python split() function and passing 

“\n” to it as a split separator. Once the specified lines are removed from the source code array, 

this latter is converted back into a string using the Python join() method and stored in the 

corresponding cell source code. 
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7. Challenges 

 Throughout this capstone project, I came across many challenges mostly related to the 

nature of distributed software. Some of these challenges I could eventually overcome, others 

were serious blocking issues that prevented me from implementing another feature.  

 While coding alone allows you to do everything your own way and code in the same 

fashion across all of your project modules, collaborative coding usually involves different 

programming preferences and approaches. When I started my project, I had to read through code 

that was written by different programmers; the main JavaScript code, which was a few tens of 

thousands of lines long, contained very few comments which made it even harder and more time-

consuming for me to get familiar with the different coding approaches and know where my 

changes should be implemented. At the end of my project, I wanted to add a feature by which the 

user can collapse code cells keeping the first line of each cell only, and thus have a view of the 

largest number of cells possible. To do this I had to inspect different modules related to the Code 

Mirror element. These modules were clearly distinguishable from the modules I have been 

working on in other features as I could clearly tell they were written by a different developer. Not 

only the coding approach was different, but the whole CodeMirror module is not simple front-

end JavaScript, it is a code editor implemented in JavaScript on top of the browser's DOM, so it 

was quite challenging for me, given the short amount of time I had, to understand it and change 

its internals. 

 Another challenge I faced is also related to the nature of collaborative environments 

where you have to give high consideration to other contributors. When coding alone, you may 

code faster since you do not have to explain your code to anyone or write formal and detailed 

comments, which is usually viewed as a short-sighted gain that limits learning opportunities. On 

the other hand, when coding collaboratively not only should you provide enough documentation 

for your contribution, but you should also adapt your programming approach to the existing 

approaches, especially when it comes to the front-end. For instance, when I implemented the UI 

of the first feature, I really preferred the first styling I applied to the dialog window, but I had to 

change it to adapt to the existing UI. So, in collaborative environments, you may have to sacrifice 

preferences when they conflict with the existing preferences since the priority goes to the UI/UX 

consistency. 
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 Finally, given that Jupyter Notebook is a mature project, it was quite challenging to find 

bug reports independent from the operating system. My intention at the beginning of the project 

was to implement features and also fix some bugs to be able to make the most of this experience.  

Most bug reports were related to Operating System compatibility, and I was not able to reproduce 

any of them on my operating system. That is why I had to focus on implementing features only.   
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8. Next Steps 

 To complete the purpose of this capstone project, the features I implemented should be 

published in the main remote project repositories of notebook and nbconvert to allow other users 

to benefit from them. Releasing a contribution to an open source project is itself a process that 

may take a reasonable amount of time. Below are the steps I will be following to submit my work 

to the public projects’ repositories: 

✓ Create a branch for each feature 

A GitHub repository can consist of many branches with Master (or Main) being the main branch. 

When contributing to an open source project, it is always recommended to create a separate 

branch for the new set of code changes. This not only helps other contributors differentiate 

between the different project branches, but it also ensures that the main project branch is kept 

untouched until the changes are validated and merged.  

Throughout this capstone project, I have been making all the changes to the same branch which is 

the main branch of my project fork. To create branches for each feature, I have to clone the main 

project repository (not a fork), then create a new branch for each feature at a time and move the 

code to the corresponding files. 

✓ Commit and push changes 

After making the right changes to each branch, I will be able to commit them and push them into 

the branch. Committing and pushing can be seen as a safe saving of the changes that guarantees 

nothing can happen to the pushed changes unless stated by the user.  

✓ Opening a pull request 

The most important part of this process is to open a pull request to seek feedback from other 

contributors. After opening a pull request, contributors and maintainers will be able to pull my 

code, review it, and test it. They may suggest changes, ask for more documentation, or report 

issues in the submitted feature. This step of the contribution process can be iterative. I may have 

to resolve the contributors’ comments and then open another pull request. Eventually, if the 

changes are validated, the branch can be merged to Master. 

 This process may take long, so I decided to push changes to a branch in my public forks 

which can be found on my GitHub account (https://github.com/KhaoulaSoussi). This way, others 

can have immediate access to the features. 

https://github.com/KhaoulaSoussi
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9. Future Enhancements 

 To be able to implement more than one feature in this project, I have put some limitations 

on the functional requirements. For example, instead of supporting all the conversion formats, I 

only worked on the PDF exporter while still writing extensible and scalable code. Therefore, I 

believe there are many enhancements that can be implemented for each feature: 

✓ Supporting other exporters 

 If we want to support other exporters, there are many things we should keep in mind. 

First, the features may not make sense for some conversion formats. For instance, the “Exclude 

code” option in the first feature does not make sense for the Python exporter; converting a 

notebook to a python script essentially has to contain the code cells. So, it is important to start by 

defining which parts of the feature do not make sense to which exporters. Once knowing this, the 

only change that would occur in the notebook project is the event listener that listens to the 

exporter choice, instead of listening to the PDF choice only, it should listen to all the exporters to 

be supported. On the nbconvert project side, the changes I made to the PDF exporter should be 

added to all the other supported exporters’ modules.  

✓ Supporting different cell types 

 As you may have noticed, all the features I implement address code cells only, while 

Jupyter Notebook also has Text Cells which can either be Raw Nbconvert text, or Markdown 

cells. If we want to add support for all features in these types, we will only need to modify the 

create_element() method in each TextCell module the same way it was modified in the 

CodeCell module.  
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10. Tools 

✓ IntelliJ IDEA: IntelliJ is the IDE I used in this project. It is available as a community 

edition and as a proprietary ultimate edition which provides support for more 

programming languages, build tools, and frameworks compared to the community 

edition. I could get the ultimate edition for free using a student license.  

✓ GitHub: GitHub is the collaborative platform where the Jupyter Notebook and 

nbconvert projects are hosted. I mainly used GitHub to fork and clone the project 

repositories, look for requested features, and seek contributors' feedback.  

✓ Chrome DevTools: As mentioned in the first feature, the Chrome DevTools protocol 

helped me a lot in locating the files I am concerned with. Not only this, but it was also 

helpful during the debugging and testing of the features as I needed to frequently log 

onto the JavaScript console. 

✓ Chrome Grepper Extension: This extension helped me speed up my development by 

allowing a quick search for relevant code examples on Google. In this project, I used 

JavaScript and Python to implement the features, and since I am not savvy in any of 

these languages, I often had to look for some examples of Py and JS functions on 

Google. This extension allowed me to easily find the wanted example by pinning it at 

the top of search results.  

 

Figure 28 Grepper Extension 
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11. Steeple Analysis 

 In this section, we will look at the social, technological, economic, environmental, 

political, legal, and ethical implications of open source and/or Jupyter Notebook. Some of the 

factors only apply to Jupyter Notebook, while any factors that apply to OSS, in general, do apply 

to Jupyter Notebook as well. 

✓ Social Factors: 

 From a developer’s perspective, OSS offers equal opportunities to every developer to not 

only have free access to powerful tech tools but also inspect their source code and contribute to it. 

It also serves as a unique learning environment for contributors as it places everyone in a pool of 

skilled developers where newbies can learn from professionals and view code written by 

distinguished contributors [2, p. 17].  

 For other common end-users, beyond typical proprietary apps, OSS provides users with a 

wide range of high-quality options including operating systems (e.g., Linux), virtual machines 

(e.g., VirtualBox), office applications (e.g., Gnome Office), Internet Clients (Mozilla), and many 

more. Moreover, not only are OSS applications free but proprietary competitors are frequently 

forced to lower their prices in order to compete (for example, the Opera web browser became 

freeware in order to compete with Firefox), so open source benefits even those who continue to 

pay for proprietary solutions [2, p. 17]. 

✓ Technological Factors: 

 As an open source project, Jupyter Notebook relies primarily on volunteer labor. Feature 

requests, bug reports, and even feature implementation and bug fixes are primarily done by 

unpaid volunteers from all around the world. However, as the project grows and becomes more 

and more inclusive of the most requested features and less and less prone to critical bugs, the 

number of active contributors decreases. The following figure shows the rate of contributions to 

Jupyter Notebook between 2008 and now.  
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Figure 29 Rate of contributions to Jupyter Notebook between 2008 and 2022 

From the figure, we can see that the rate of contribution was at its peak in 2014 which marks the 

rebranding of the IPython Notebook as Jupyter Notebook. This rate kept fluctuating throughout 

the years until it reached its lowest values in 2021 and 2022. The number of reported issues is 

still high; as of now, there are around 2000 open reported issues in Jupyter Notebook.  

It is worth mentioning that this decrease in contributions to the core project might be due to the 

advent of other projects in the Jupyter Notebook ecosystem. For instance, JupyterLab, the so-

called “a next-generation notebook interface”, gained much popularity in recent years. According 

to its GitHub repository analytics, this project also has around 2000 open issues, but it has a 

significantly higher contribution rate as the following figure shows: 

 

Figure 30 Rate of contributions to Jupyter Lab between 2015 and 2022 
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✓ Economic Factors: 

 OSS helps resource-limited startups save on development effort and cost [21, p. 1]. 

Instead of hiring a team of developers to build a proprietary software application, the startup can 

use a similar existing open source application and hire a couple of developers to modify the 

source code based on the company’s requirements.  

 However, this leads to concerns about the intersection between OSS and unemployment. 

Is it possible to say that the reliance on volunteer labor through OSS may lead to unemployment 

among job-seeking developers? This remains an arguable question, but it is undeniable that open 

source help highly-skilled contributors build an impressive portfolio that can serve as evidence of 

their skills when seeking a job [2, p. 17]  

✓ Environmental Factors: 

 Jupyter Notebook along with other Python tools was used in many instances to engage the 

public in problems related to the environment. For example, EDGI (Environmental Data & 

Governance Initiative) is an international organization that “aims to work with the productive 

frictions between data justice and the long-standing principles of environmental justice” [22]. 

This organization used the power of Jupyter Notebook to put together in an inclusive and 

structured way, publicly available data stored in the Enforcement and Compliance History Online 

database of the US Environmental Protection Agency. EDGI developed a set of customizable 

Jupyter Notebooks to provide reports on different environmental concerns: inspections, industrial 

violations, investigations on regulatory statutes of firms, unaddressed inadequacies of legal 

emissions, enforcement actions, and greenhouse gas emissions... [22]. 

✓ Political Factors: 

 There is certainly a political impact of government policies on OSS projects. Many 

countries worldwide take measures to encourage people to make use of OSS wherever possible. 

For instance, in 2001, Singapore offered temporary tax reductions and financial grants to fund 

Linux-related projects [23, p. 5]. 

✓ Legal Factors: 

 One of the main concerns in using OSS to build proprietary software is the legal 

obligations that may arise depending on the license conditions under which the open source 

project is made available. A duty to include certain copyright notices and, in certain cases, to 
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publish a particular code is one prominent obligation imposed by several open source licenses 

[24, p. 27].  

✓ Ethical Factors: 

 Any open source project has some ethical implications, one of the most common of these 

is the risk of merging into the main project branch malicious patches submitted intentionally or 

unintentionally by some contributors. This risk depends on the testing done before commits are 

merged. 
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Conclusion in English 

 Throughout this capstone project, my main purpose was to gain experience in 

contributing to an open source project and get a feel of what it is like to work in a highly 

collaborative environment. As somebody about to graduate, this project served as an excellent 

preparation for me to join the job market with sufficient entry-level knowledge about 

collaborative development. 

 Contributing to Jupyter Notebook as a mature project was quite challenging. The 

inspection of huge programs and the adaptation to different programming approaches were the 

most exigent parts. The first feature I implemented (i.e., the addition of exclude_code and 

exclude_output options to the notebook UI) allowed me to understand the underlying connection 

between the notebook and the nbconvert projects. It is one of the highly requested features 

by users, so it allowed me to interact a lot with other contributors and seek their feedback. The 

second feature (i.e., cell range exportation) was intensive in terms of achieving the most intuitive, 

interactive, and user-friendly UI and UX. Finally, the last feature (i.e., cell lines removal) was 

more or less a temporary solution to achieve the desired outcome in a limited amount of time.  

 While I could accomplish these features with enough dedication and enough time, it was 

not the case for the Code Cell Collapsibility feature. Unfortunately, I could not complete this 

feature, nor implement a workaround solution. The modules related to it were implemented in a 

new programming approach using new technologies that I never encountered in the previous 

features, and thus its implementation would require more time than the one week I was left with. 
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Conclusion in French 

 Tout au long de ce projet de capstone, mon but principal était d’acquérir de l’expérience 

en contribuant à un projet open source et de se faire une idée de ce que c’est que de travailler 

dans un environnement très collaboratif. En tant que nouveau diplômée, ce projet a servi 

d’excellente préparation pour moi d’entrer sur le marché du travail avec des connaissances de 

base suffisantes sur le développement communautaire.    

 Contribuer à Jupyter Notebook comme un projet mature a été assez difficile. L’inspection 

d’énormes programmes et l’adaptation à différentes approches de programmation étaient les 

parties les plus exigeantes. La première fonctionnalité que j’ai mise en œuvre (c.-à-d., l’ajout des 

options exclude_code et exclude_output à l’interface utilisateur du notebook) m’a permis de 

comprendre la connexion sous-jacente entre le projet notebook et le projet nbconvert. C’est l’une 

des fonctionnalités très demandées par les utilisateurs, elle m’a donc permis d’interagir beaucoup 

avec d’autres contributeurs et de demander leurs commentaires. La deuxième fonctionnalité (c.-à-

d., l’exportation d'un intervalle des codecells) était intensive en termes de réalisation de 

l’interface utilisateur et de l’expérience utilisateur les plus intuitifs, interactifs et conviviaux. 

Enfin, la dernière fonctionnalité (c.-à-d. l’élimination des lignes de codecell) était plus ou moins 

une solution temporaire pour atteindre le résultat souhaité dans un temps limité.  

 Bien que je puisse accomplir ces fonctions avec assez de dévouement, ce n’était pas le cas 

pour la fonction de Collapsibilité des codecells. Malheureusement, je ne pouvais pas compléter 

cette fonctionnalité, ni mettre en œuvre une solution de contournement. Ses modules ont été 

programmé dans une nouvelle approche de programmation utilisant de nouvelles technologies 

que je n’ai jamais rencontré dans les fonctionnalités précédentes, et donc sa mise en œuvre 

nécessiterait plus de temps que la semaine qu’il me restait. 
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Honors Capstone Requirement: Research Component 

1. History of Free Software / Open Source Software 

1.1. Richard Stallman: Free Software Founder 

 “With software there are two possibilities, either the users control the program, or the 

program controls the users. It’s inevitably one or the other.” said Richard Stallman during his 

speech at TEDxGeneva [25]. Richard Stallman was speaking from experience; he was subject to 

being controlled by a piece of proprietary software that he could have controlled if it weren’t 

proprietary.  

 Stallman was working as a staff programmer at the AI lab of MIT. The institute, which 

was highly production-oriented, needed to print more than 2000 paper sheets per week on a 

special kind of thick paper [26]. However, the printer did not have an integrated stapler, so the 

papers had to be stapled manually. With an increasing number of print orders, the institute got a 

printer with an integrated stapler only to find that it does not work properly with the thick papers 

[26] -- the stapler was programmed to only handle thin paper.  

 After requesting technical support from Xerox (the printer manufacturer), the technicians 

said that the printer can either print or staple the thick papers, it cannot do both tasks at once and 

the program of the printer could not be modified to satisfy this particular instance of use [26]. 

Stallman requested access to the source code so that he can enhance its driver to support the 

desired feature; however, his request was rejected. His colleague at Carnegie Mellon University, 

a faculty member leading the Xerox project, also refused to grant him a copy of the source code 

since he had signed a non-disclosure agreement with Xerox. Stallman commented on this 

encounter, saying: “This was my first encounter with a non-disclosure agreement, and I was the 

victim... non-disclosure agreements have victims. They’re not innocent. They’re not harmless.” 

[27] 

 The printer company did not want to modify the program nor let the users do it 

themselves. Users had to adapt themselves to the printer software, rather than making it adapt to 

their needs. This story is an accurate representation of the unjust and authoritarian nature of 

proprietary firmware and software. 

 Without this incident, Stallman said, his life might have followed a more ordinary path 

[28, p. 26]. The non-disclosure encounter had an affirming effect on his desire to build a 
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community where code is exchanged, modified, and distributed freely. This led him to what he 

called the first battle in the liberation of cyberspace: “Free Software” [25]. 

 As a first step to being able to use computers with more freedom, a “free” operating 

system is needed because computers are useless without an operating system [29]. Stallman quit 

his job in 1984 [3, p. 5] to work on developing the completely “free” UNIX-compatible operating 

system GNU with a package of all necessary software tools such as editors, compilers, and 

utilities [3, p. 4]. In 1985, Stallman released the GNU Emacs editor [3, p. 5], and in October of 

the same year he founded the Free Software Foundation to financially support the development of 

the GNU project [3, p. 7]. GNU Emacs was initially released for free; however, given that access 

to the internet was not very common at that time, Stallman had to find an alternative for 

programmers to have access to his software. He suggested to send people the software package 

on tape for $150. People did buy the software, but they started questioning the meaning of the 

word “free” in “Free Software” when it actually costed them $150. Stallman explained that 

saying: “[…]. When I speak of free software, I’m referring to freedom, not price. So, think of free 

speech, not free beer.” [30].  

 Stallman gave “Free Software” an official definition by which he specified the four 

freedoms a user should possess in order to have full control over a software [31]: 

- Freedom to run the program for whatever purpose. 

- Freedom to inspect the source code of the program and modify it to support some 

functionality. 

With these two freedoms, any individual can make the free software do what they want. 

However, individual control is not enough, hence the importance of the following two freedoms 

that promote collective control: 

- Freedom to redistribute original copies either for free, or for a fee [32]. 

- Freedom to redistribute modified copies either for free, or for a fee. 

 One of the main conditions to using free software is to only redistribute it as free 

software: “You must pass on to the next person the same freedom you got from me”, Stallman 

says [33]. However, without a legal agreement, anyone can take a free software, copyright it, and 

use it in their proprietary project. To secure protection from such a fraud, Stallman created the 

“copyleft” license. A copylefted free software program is one that is copyrighted and provided 

with a formal declaration stating the four freedoms granted to the user [29]. With the copyright, 
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the software is warranted not to be made proprietary by any other programmer, and with the 

formal declaration of the four freedoms, the software is warranted to comply with the free 

software conditions. 

 In 1991, the second version of the GNU operating system was released, but it was missing 

the kernel. The Linux Kernel was also released at that time by Linus Torvalds and was combined 

with the rest of the GNU operating system to form the famous operating system known nowadays 

as Linux, which should more correctly be called GNU/Linux to give credit to the GNU 

developers [3, p. 7].  

1.2. From Free Software to Open Source Software  

 With the GNU innovation, Stallman spearheaded the free software movement. The GNU-

Linux operating system became quite popular very quickly, and many companies started adhering 

to the Free Software philosophy. Nevertheless, throughout the 1980s and the early 1990s, 

commercial software still dominated [4]. Computer software was mainly sold as a finished 

product, and bug fixes and improvements were completely dependent on the product seller.  

 Trying to pitch the employability of free software to companies was not an easy task to 

accomplish. In spite of Stallman’s efforts to clarify its separation from monetary aspects, the term 

“free software” naturally had a lot of negative connotations attached to it in the business world 

(free = zero cost). Some Free Software advocates even went on to rename the paradigm and call 

it “Libre Software”, instead, which represented a more accurate description among those who 

understand it but used a very uncommon word (Libre) leading to not only confusion about the 

word, but complete ignorance of its meaning among many English speakers [30]. 

 Neither “Free Software” nor “Libre Software” were clearly correct names for this 

paradigm. The former was confusing and “might understandably have an ominous ring to the ears 

of businesspeople” [2], and the latter was uncommon. This was one of the drives behind the 

rebranding of “Free Software” as “Open Source Software” by a part of the free software 

community including Bruce Perens and Eric Raymond in 1998 resulting in a major paradigm 

shift [5]. The term “Open Source Software” essentially refers to the same set of programs, but 

unlike FS, which was more ideological and philosophical, OSS was meant to be more business-

oriented [2]. But is this the only difference? And does it matter which name we use: FS or OSS? 
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2. The underlying philosophies of two seemingly similar paradigms  

 Richard Stallman does not agree with the term “Open Source Software”. While it was 

initially chosen to avoid possible misunderstandings, it soon became associated with different 

philosophical viewpoints and was hardly any close to the point behind Free Software [30]. 

 Stallman considers that “Open Source” term was used to bury all the ethical issues and 

injustices tied to proprietary software (e.g., freedom restriction) [25]. He argues that while both 

terms refer more or less to the same programs, they are based upon completely divergent ideas, 

intentions, and goals. FS advocates aim at demanding freedom for users because they deserve it, 

whereas OSS promoters are more attracted towards the appealing volunteer labor; their main 

objective is achieving practical benefits (i.e., better quality software) by letting users inspect the 

source code, fix some bugs, add some features, and enhance the software in general.  

 In other words, while FS is a social movement, OSS is a development methodology [30]. 

FS proponents consider non-free software a social problem and FS the solution; whereas OSS 

supporters see non-free software as a suboptimal solution and OSS as the optimal one [30]. OSS 

proponents look forward to replacing non-free software with open source software for the sought-

after practical benefits without causing discomfort to business executives by mentioning the 

wrong-doings of non-free software. 

 These differences may sound very abstract, and thus give us the impression that it is fine 

to use the terms interchangeably. Nevertheless, Stallman went on and gave even more convincing 

arguments where distinguishing between "free software" and "open source" is more than a mere 

philosophical disagreement. The first argument addresses the term “open source” itself and serves 

as a counterargument against the “naming confusion” matter. While the term “free software” has 

two natural meanings -free as in money, and free as in freedom-, and one of them is the intended 

meaning; the only natural, most intuitive meaning of the term “open source” is that the source 

code is open/available for everyone. Stallman reasons that this definition causes a worse 

confusion than the term “free software” [30] because it is not the intended definition, it also 

describes projects that are neither free nor open source. To clear this confusion, the open source 

initiative (OSI) provided an official definition of Open Source Software which is explained in 

detail in the OSI official website [1]. Compared to the corrective approach of the term Free 

Software, it is undeniable that directing someone to a lengthy definition with ten pillars is far less 
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effective than making them grasp the idea of “free speech rather than free beer” and the four 

freedoms [30]. The intended definition of free software is at least among the natural definitions 

unlike open source. This is to say that every proposed replacement for “free software” has some 

kind of semantic problem – and this applies to “Open source” [30]; the original purpose behind 

renaming this paradigm was to clear the naming confusion, and this purpose was not fulfilled, the 

new name just caused a worse confusion. The naming confusion might have been a mere excuse 

to rename a paradigm that causes discomfort among some individuals. The term “open source” 

was coined because “free software” forces business executives to consider matters they would 

rather avoid, such as the freedom of users, and ethical conduct [30]. 

 Stallman argues that even in a practical sense, open source software is not always free 

software, as it does not always guarantee the freedom of users who run it, and instead it thrives to 

restrict them as much as possible -- sometimes even more than proprietary software. When a 

software is said to be powerful and reliable, powerfulness and reliability are not always for the 

user’s sake. In a software that is built to restrict users, powerfulness means forcing strong chains 

and reliability refers to how hard those chains are to remove [30]. Proprietary and copyrighted 

digital content, software, and hardware often implements a technology known as Digital Rights 

Management (DRM). This technology uses a combination of hardware and software techniques 

to limit what users can do with digital content that they purchase; that is why it is more accurately 

referred to as “Digital Restrictions Management” or “Digital Restrictions Mechanisms” by 

opponents [30]. For instance, if you buy a song online, and it is protected by DRM, you will not 

be able to make copies of it, share it with others, play it on other devices, or remix it… Under the 

official OSI definition, none of the ten pillars makes reference to the users’ freedom or to issues 

that DRM violates, thus any open source software can implement DRM. In fact, some open 

source advocates proposed a way to make use of other people’s contributions to build more 

powerful and reliable software for restricting end-users [30]. The source code of programs 

designed to restrict users’ access to encrypted media can be made available for people to change 

it and make it even more powerful, and then it can be delivered to end-users in devices that do 

not allow them to change it. Software designed in such a way is indeed open source since it does 

not violate the open source official definition, but it is not free software because it does not 

respect the user’s freedom. 
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3. Ethical Conduct in DRM-Ruled Non-free Software 

 Some time ago, anyone could buy a song in a CD, or a movie in a DVD, use it, and then 

share it with others. Nowadays, most non-free/non-libre media is protected with DRM. Spotify, 

Netflix, Xbox, Play Station, Steam, Amazon Prime, Amazon Kindle… [34] all of these add a 

DRM layer that first, gives full control to the product sellers to do whatever they want with the 

sold products and second, strips users of their freedom to do what they want with the media they 

purchased.  

 In an initiative to eliminate Digital Restrictions Mechanisms (DRM) that threaten the 

privacy and freedom of computer users, the FSF started the anti-DRM movement under the name 

“Defective by Design”. This name refers to the nature of DRM, it is designed to be intentionally 

defective and to deliberately restrict the users’ freedom and violate their privacy. The purpose of 

this initiative is to raise people’s awareness about this issue and to bring the matter of freedom to 

their attention. And this objective frightens most DRM-supporters as Peter Lee, a Disney 

executive, said in an interview with the Economist in 2005: “If consumers even know there’s 

DRM, what it is, and how it works, we’ve already failed.” [35] 

 The FSF created a depiction of DRM-encumbered devices in a short, animated movie [36] 

that tells the story of a crew of developers who discovered a bug that puts autonomous vehicle 

drivers at high risk; it enables unauthorized remote control on autonomous vehicles over 

Bluetooth. The crew informed the AV company, DeceptiCor, about the bug and suggested a free 

software patch that disables Bluetooth access to the onboard software. On his way to submit the 

patch, a crew member got run off the road by a biker. The ambulance he got on was one of the 

modern autonomous vehicles, and it was taken control over by someone remotely. It turned out 

later that the biker was hired by DeceptiCor to prevent the free software patch from being 

submitted. The vulnerability was already known by the company, and they designed it 

intentionally as a backdoor to build a lucrative aftermarket in the private security industry. This is 

an illustration of what DRM allows the proprietary software developer to do with the product 

without the consent of the users. DRM and non-free software in general puts developers in a 

position of unjust power over the users. This power often takes the form of malicious 

functionalities some of which are mediated by back doors which are features that enable an 

external party that is not supposed to control the computer to send it commands.  
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When we buy proprietary software, what we get is proprietary malware that sometimes spies on 

users, tracks them, and restricts them. The GNU organization did their research and compiled a 

list of programs that contain back doors used to exercise unjust power over users [37]. For 

instance, in 2009, Amazon used WhisperNet back door to secretly remove electronic copies of 

George Orwell’s 1984 from users’ Kindle devices [38]. A more recent instance is the malfeature 

that Xiaomi phones have and that allows them to delete terms that convey political viewpoints 

that China does not like [37]. This is an unavoidable consequence of using non-free software in a 

device that can communicate with its manufacturer. 
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4. Security in Free Software vs. Security in Proprietary Software 

 Security is often cited as a primary reason for not publishing the source code of a 

software. We may be tempted to agree with the idea that publishing the source code gives higher 

chances to adversaries to find and exploit bugs and thus makes the software more vulnerable to 

attacks. However, there seems to be no conclusive evidence to say that free software is more at 

risk than proprietary software [39]. On the contrary, in a free software, security vulnerabilities 

can be spotted faster given the presence of many developers who can conduct unsolicited security 

reviews in addition to those done by developers directly tied to the project.  

 Giving your plans to your rivals or competitors may not be a smart approach for security 

or business in general. However, in the case of free software and proprietary-software projects, 

open sourcing and close-sourcing are double-edged swords; it is hard to identify whether it is in 

the organization’s benefit to keep its source code a secret to promote security but sacrifice higher 

quality or publish its source code to promote higher quality but sacrifice security. In proprietary 

software, since the source code is not published, existing vulnerabilities may not be exploited 

easily, but they may live in the software for so long (low quality). On the other hand, in free 

software projects, vulnerabilities may be easily discovered and exploited, but are fixed faster 

given the many-hands working on the project and thus security updates are more frequent (high 

quality). 

 When tackling security, it is also important to see it as a threat that some free software 

projects pose against other isometric proprietary software [40, p. 19]. In the GNU/Linux 

operating system, when a vulnerability was discovered, reported, and fixed, attackers investigated 

the nature of the vulnerability after the security fix was released, and they speculated that a 

similar weakness may exist in other resource managers and operating systems. The vulnerability 

indeed existed in the closed-source operating system Windows NT but was not yet known by 

Windows. The group of attackers succeeded in developing an attack that exploited the 

vulnerability. As a result, we can see how the availability of an open source software (and the 

security upgrades that come with it) may disclose the weaknesses of both itself and other parallel 

systems. This is implicit, evident, and significant since it might imply that open source and closed 

source software are inextricably overlapping, making research about which one is more secure 

more difficult. 
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5. Jupyter Notebook Free Software Project 

 Scientific research, project management, and data analysis… are usually iterative 

processes that start with an idea. This idea may initially be based on exploratory work done by an 

individual using certain tools, datasets, programming languages, and algorithms… When this 

exploratory work pans out, collaborative development, complementary expertise, and 

multidisciplinary approaches are often needed. Before reaching the publication phase, testing on 

a larger scale is a crucial step; and to achieve this, other tools are needed including large datasets, 

high performance computing, and cloud computing… After successful testing, disseminating the 

idea in an understandable and reproducible manner to the target audience starts, and it can take 

multiple forms; academic publication, journal publication, blog post… Finally, especially in the 

academic environment, if the idea becomes part of the canon of its discipline, it is eventually 

passed on to the next generation as part of education. These steps summarize what Fernando 

Pérez refers to as a Schematic Lifecyle of a Scientific Idea [8]. Should we see them as a 

collection of disjoint steps towards a final dry product or rather as a single coherent flow towards 

solving the problem of computational thinking and research? 

 Imagine a researcher who uses a jumble of systems in their research: MATLAB for 

prototyping and generating plots, multiple programming languages to develop different modules, 

a Graphical User Interface, Adobe Illustrator to style and hand-polish the graphs, and finally, 

Word or PowerPoint to publish the research with copied and pasted screenshots of the plots. 

Months later after the publication, the researcher discovers a flaw in the results, what are the odds 

they'll be able to figure out which buttons they clicked to revisit all the checkpoints leading to the 

final plots? What are the possibilities that other researchers or students will be able to replicate 

this workflow in order to comprehend how the results were achieved? [7, p. 3]. The problem is 

that most of the tools used by this researcher force many discontinuities between the phases of 

the development life cycle of their research. The tools used for prototyping are far from being 

used in collaboration and have no way of being used for publication. This calls for a 

comprehensive tool that smoothly integrates the technologies used throughout the lifecycle of a 

scientific idea.   

 In 2001, Fernando Pérez, joined by Brian Granger in 2004, created the console-based 

IPython project to tackle the fore-mentioned issues [7, p. 6].  On top of the same machinery that 
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the console-based IPython has had, the web-based IPython notebook has been developed in 2011 

[8]. The IPython notebook was designed as a browser-based application for interactive and 

parallel computing for scientific Python to enable researchers to smoothly move back and forth 

between all the phases of the research life cycle. It is a single coherent tool that can replace many 

of the tools a researcher would use otherwise. The IPython notebook bundles code, 

documentation, text, mathematical formulae, plots and essentially any rich media a browser can 

render [7, p. 3]. This integrated environment was not only free to use (price-wise), but it was also 

Libre in the sense that anyone could inspect the source code, modify it, and freely re-distribute 

modified and original copies of it.  

 As IPython adopted a more inclusive path, it rebranded itself as “Jupyter notebook” in 

2014. While IPython was created to solely support python and some interactive parallel 

computing tools [9], the new name came into play to not only reflect the fact that the project 

became language-agnostic but also to introduce new tools including nbconvert (notebook file 

format conversion) [10]. The name Jupyter was inspired from the three big open languages of 

data science that were supported by the notebook: “Ju” for “Julia”, “Pyt” for “Python”, and “er” 

for “R” [10], [11]. Jupyter notebook now has support for over a hundred programming languages 

[9]. Pérez also provided more reasons behind this naming among which is the fact that it was also 

an homage to the interplay between the world of astronomic research and scientific python over 

the years [11]. 
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6. Conclusion 

 The honors component of this capstone project allowed me to clear some wrong ideas I 

had about free software and open source software. I never made the distinction between these two 

paradigms thinking that they refer to essentially the same set of programs and thus they can be 

used interchangeably; through this research, I concluded that these terms are based on divergent 

intentions that imply different ideas in philosophical, ethical, and also practical terms. 

Additionally, I always defined open source software as simply the set of projects for which the 

source code is publicly accessible. More importantly, I also belonged to the vast majority of 

people who think the word “free” in FS refers to gratis (no price), while the intended meaning is 

free/Libre as in freedom/liberty. 

 The title of my project previously referred to Jupyter Notebook as an Open Source project 

mainly because I was not aware of the distinction between the two terms. It can also be seen from 

the Steeple Analysis and from the project introduction that I have not tackled any of the aforesaid 

ethical issues related to OSS which I was ignorant of before I conducted this honors research. I 

eventually decided to call things what they are and say Free Software instead as specified in the 

Jupyter Notebook official website [https://jupyter.org/].  

 Stallman indeed invites us to join him in bringing the issue of freedom to attention by 

saying free software rather than open source software whenever applicable [30]. The noble goal 

behind the foundation of free software will never be achieved by sugarcoating a paradigm to 

appeal for business executives and to avoid possible discomfort attributable to the problems of 

ethical conduct raised by the term “Free Software”. To end with note of personal and local 

dimensions, Richard Stallman visited AUI in Spring 2011 and talked about FS philosophy, and 

according to my supervisor, exhorted to AUI faculty that it is their moral responsibility to 

encourage their students to do their capstones on various FS projects – this was the source of my 

supervisor’s idea and encouragement to me to work on this project. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Modules Involved in the Implemented Features 

A.1. Notebook project files: 

✓ JavaScript 

- notebook/static/notebook/js/menubar.js: This module is responsible for binding 

events occurring in the menu bar tabs to their listeners. It was involved in the two first 

features where I had to add more actions in the event listener of the download menu located 

under the File tab. The changes I made to this module were only modifications to existing 

methods; no new methods were added. Here are the changes: 

o MenuBar.prototype._new_window(): the method was modified to close the blank 

opened tab automatically after the conversion is done. 

o MenuBar.prototype._npconvert(): the configuration option and the cell range 

were appended to the GET request URL as attributes. 

o MenuBar.prototype.bind_events(): the download menu event listener was 

modified to listen to the form submission event by: 

1) Reading the selected cells from the notebook and creating the cell range string 

using the separators “-” and “,” 

2) Writing the selected cell range in the form 

3)  Reading the selected configuration option from the form  

Then invoke MenuBar.prototype._npconvert(). This listener also handles the 

click on the Cancel button by closing the dialog window. 

- notebook/static/notebook/js/codecell.js: This module is responsible for 

creating the code cell elements and binding cell-related events to their event listeners. It was 

involved in the second feature only where I had to add checkbox elements and cell indexes to 

each code cell. Here are the main changes I made in this module: 

o CodeCell.prototype.create_element(): I added jQuery code to create the cell 

index div, assign the cell index to its inner HTML, and append it to the parent element 

which is the input cell. I also added jQuery code to append the checkboxes container 

element -returned by the add_checkboxes function-.  
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o CodeCell.prototype.add_checkboxes(): I implemented jQuery code to create 

the three checkboxes and return their container to the caller. 

o CodeCell.prototype.render(): I added a call to the 

set_checkbox_attributes() method since it should be called after the cell is 

rendered. 

o CodeCell.prototype.set_checkbox_attributes(): This method adds the cell 

index to the cell’s checkboxes IDs to ensure that the checkboxes of each cell can 

uniquely identify it. 

- notebook/static/notebook/js/notebook.js: This module is responsible for 

creating some static notebook elements such as the notebook container, instantiating cells 

whenever created, and binding notebook-related events (e.g., saving, scrolling, editing the 

notebook metadata…) to their event listeners. For this module, I only had to modify one 

method: 

o Notebook.prototype.insert_cell_at_index(): I added the cell index in the 

cell_options dictionary which I sent to the CodeCell constructor upon the 

instantiation of a cell. 

- notebook/static/notebook/js/main.min.js: this minified source is automatically 

generated at build time from all JavaScript modules. To avoid building the project each time 

I make a change to the base JavaScript files mentioned above, I decided to make changes 

directly to the generated source and run without a build. 

✓ HTML:  

notebook/templates/notebook.html was the only HTML file I modified. It was only 

involved in the first feature where I had to display the background, the dialog window, and 

the conversion form.  

✓ LESS & CSS: 

- notebook/static/notebook/less/[menubar.less and codecell.less] were the 

two LESS files I modified. I added in each the CSS styles related to the respective 

component. 
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- notebook/static/style/style.min.css: this minified stylesheet is also generated 

automatically from the LESS files. Similarly, I decided to make changes directly to this 

source to avoid regenerating sources whenever I make changes. 

✓ Python: 

notebook/nbconvert/handlers.py was the only Python module that needed 

modifications in the Notebook project. Under the NbconvertFileHandler class, and 

specifically in the get() function, the configuration option and the cell range were added to 

the dictionary sent to the nbconvert project. 

A.2. NbConvert files: 

The nbconvert project contains different Python files that handle the conversion logic from ipynb 

format to other formats. Since PDF was the only supported exporter, changes had to be applied to 

the pdf.py module. Under PDFExporter class, the from_notebook_node() method was 

modified to act upon the chosen configuration option, remove the unwanted cells from the 

notebook cells array, and remove the unwanted lines from the cells source code string. The 

construct_cell_range() and the get_next_num() functions were also added to convert 

the cell range string to an array of cell indices. 
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Appendix B: How is the GET Request Handled? 

  Jupyter Notebook is a Tornado-based web application. Tornado is a Python web 

framework and asynchronous networking library that is ideal for handling thousands of 

concurrent connections that require a long-lived connection for each user [41]. A Tornado-based 

web application generally consists of HTTP RequestHandler subclasses, an Application object 

that routes the incoming HTTP requests to their corresponding handlers, and a main() function 

to start the Tornado server [42]. In Jupyter Notebook, the main entry point that starts the server is 

notebook/notebookapp.py.  

 In the main JavaScript front-end module, the ‘export’ button click is handled by calling 

the function ‘MenuBar.prototype._nbconvert’ and passing to it the chosen exporter format 

‘pdf’, a Boolean variable ‘download’ that indicates whether the converted notebook should be 

downloaded, and the chosen conversion option ‘Exclude code’, ‘Exclude output’, or the 

default ‘Keep all’. A path is then formed (e.g., /nbconvert/pdf/nb.ipynb 

?download=true&option=exclude_output) and opened using the window.open() 

method which automatically appends the IP address and the port number to the beginning of the 

URL. Once the URL is opened, an HTTP GET request is issued and is routed to the 

corresponding Tornado handler using the “URL to handlers” mappings. In each RequestHandler 

subclass, handler methods are mapped to URLs. For example, under 

notebook/nbconvert/handlers.py, the handler for nbconvert requests is mapped to the URL as 

follows: (r"/nbconvert/%s%s" % (_format_regex, path_regex), 

NbconvertFileHandler). Considering the URL example mentioned above, this mapper takes 

the string corresponding to the first placeholder (i.e., “pdf”) and stores it in the variable 

_format_regex; it also takes the second string (i.e., “/nb.ipynb”) and stores it in 

path_regex, and finally calls the method NBconvertFileHandler which handles the request 

and invokes the nbconvert project to take care of the conversion process. 
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Appendix C: The Event Listener that Handles the Onchange Attribute of Each 

Checkbox 

 

Figure 31 Helper functions called by the main event listener 
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Figure 32 The event listener bounded to the onchange attribute of each cell range checkbox 
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